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1.

KRAKÓW, September, 20 - 22, 2010

1

We wish to take part in the Exhibition accompanying Central European Congress of Life Sciences EUROBIOTECH 2010

Company name _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Invoicing address ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Mailing address _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone _________________________________ Fax _______________________________________NIP ___________________________________
National Court Register (KRS) or Register of Companies (please include valid registry document)
number ___________________________________date issued _________________________________ place of issue__________________________
Contact ______________________________________________________________________________ mobile _______________________________
e-mail:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2.

Obligatory non-returnable registration fee

For an entry to be accepted, an original of this form and a copy of proof of payment of the registration fee must be sent to us.
Registration fee: 300 z∏ + 22% VAT
The non-returnable registration fee covers a standard entry in the Fair Catalogue, one parking card, 30 invitations for guests, one identification badge per each 3 sq.m of stall
ordered, one copy of Fair Catalogue, admission to all scientific lectures.

3.

We require the following items from the list
Net price

Number
of sq.m

Stall type
surcharge

Total

(see 4)

Indoor exhibition space

320 z∏ / sq.m

Exhibition space + stand construction *

380 z∏ / sq.m

Promotional offer: standard stand 6 sq.m (3mx2m) **

2200 z∏

* Stand construction of octagonal system; grey-carpeting; waste basket; company name on fascia board (see 4); 230 V, 2 kW power outlet;
one light fixture per each 3 sq.m of space; vacuum cleaning service.

Total Net
+ 22% VAT Gross

** Promotional offer: furniture as above plus table, two chairs, coat hanger.

4.

5.

Stand type

Row stand ___________________________S1_________no surcharge
2

Corner stand (2sides open - from 12m ) ___S2 _____500 z≥ surcharge
Front stand (3 sides open - from 30 m2)____S3_____1000 z≥ surcharge
Island stand (4 sides open - from 40 m2)___S4 ____2000 z≥ surcharge

6.

Inscription on fascia board

Standard (up to 20 characters) company name
(only for built-up space)
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
Additional signs cost 9 z≥ + 22% VAT per character

Terms of payment

We declare that we have read Exhibitorís Rules and fully accept them. We undertake to effect payment for any orders we make as per section 3, Exhibitorís
Rules (by Apr. 4, 2007). All bank charges must be borne by the exhibitor.

Stall can be occupied only after on-the-spot cash payment or presentation of bank-confirmed proof of transfer to our account:
nr IBAN: PL 82 1050 1445 1000 0022 9166 0138 (SWIFT: INGBPLPW) annotated EUROBIOTECH.

7.

8.

Exhibit type

Please specify:
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................

Additional orders

Orders for the Catalogue, above-standard stall furniture, and
other services should be made on forms supplied by
Targi w Krakowie office following receipt of this form.
We agree to receive information and offers from Targi w Krakowie
Sp. z o.o. sent to our email address and to have this address
processed in Targi w Krakowie Sp. z o.o. database according to
rules set forth by Law of Jul. 18, 2002 (Dziennik Ustaw No. 144, item
1204) on Services Delivered Electronically.

I agree to have my personal information and e-mail address processed for purposes of business operations of Trade Fairs in Kraków Ltd., according
to personal information protection law of July 28, 2002 (Dz.U., No. 104, item 1204, subsequently amended).

Date

Company stamp

Signature of person authorized to place orders
...............................................................................

Exhibitor's Regulations
1. General Statements
1.1 These Regulations constitute an integral part of the contract.
2. Conditions of Participation in Trade Fairs
2.1 The Exhibitor can be any individual or a legal person, presenting an
offer that is compliant with the thematic scope of the fairs and is
approved by Targi w Krakowie Sp. z o.o. (hereafter referred to as TwK).
2.2 A participation agreement between the Exhibitor and TwK is considered to be concluded after the Exhibitor has paid the registration fee,
signed and sent by regular mail or faxed the application form(s) issued
by TwK to TwK, and after TwK has confirmed the participant’s application
by mail, fax, or email. The above-mentioned application is confirmed
within fifteen (15) days from delivery of the application signed and
stamped by the Exhibitor. Depending on its form of incorporation, the
Exhibitor must submit a valid extract from the National Court Register or
relevant document issued from the entrepreneurs register.
2.3 An agreement for provision of all additional services by TwK is considered to be concluded after the Exhibitor has signed and sent by regular
mail or faxed additional forms prepared by TwK and after TwK has confirmed their possible implementation by regular mail, fax or email. The
above-mentioned confirmation is issued within 15 days from receipt of
the forms signed and stamped by the Exhibitor.
2.4 The Exhibitor’s right to participation in trade fairs can be withdrawn if:
a) the participation fee is not paid by the deadline stipulated in the
application form;
b) these Regulations are not respected.
In the above-mentioned cases and if TwK wishes to pursue the abovementioned right, it will issue an agreement termination statement for
the Exhibitor without notice and it will have the right to demand payment
of any participation fees or damages by the Exhibitor.
2.5 TwK may refuse to confirm an application without providing any
reasons. In such cases, it will notify the Applicant about its refusal in
writing and within fifteen (15) days of the application’s receipt.
2.6 Should TwK refuse to accept the application, the Applicant is eligible
for the refund of all effected payments. However, the Applicant is not
eligible for any claims due to the refusal.
2.7 In the event that the Exhibitor does not effect all payments due for
trade fairs organization to TwK before the event is finished, TwK
reserves the right to keep the Exhibitor’s exhibits and other movables
which are located at the Exhibitor’s stall and to establish a lien on them
until the Exhibitor effects all outstanding payments. The Exhibitor shall
renounce any claims arising in connection with the above-mentioned
proceedings taken by TwK.
3. Deadlines and Terms of Payment
3.1 The level of payment for participation in particular events is defined
by TwK. Charges include non-refundable registration fee and fees concerning orders included on the application form and additional forms,
and cover the period of event preparation, duration and closing.
3.2 After the agreement has been concluded (par.2.2) full amounts of
charges must be paid. The documents sent to TwK should include a
copy of payment confirmation. There is also the possibility of payment
by installments upon receiving TwK’s written approval and according to
the following scheme:
- full gross non-refundable registration fee paid together with submitting
the application (condition for confirming the participation and having a stall
allocated)
- 45 % of the full gross amount paid as an advance payment together
with submitting the application;
- the remainder of the gross payment together with the VAT payable
prior to occupying the exhibition stall by Exhibitor.
3.3 Occupation of a stall is conditional upon providing proofs of all payments or settling them on immediately at TwK’s cashier’s office.
4. Withdrawal and Resignation from Participation in Trade Fairs
4.1 In the event that the Exhibitor submits a written notification of its resigna-tion in participation no later than 60 days before the event’s opening, it will be eligible for refunds of amounts exceeding the amount of
advance payment defined in 3.2. Refunds and over-payments will be
effected within 30 days after the fair’s closing.
4.2 If the resignation takes place within a period shorter than 60 days
before the date of the event’s opening or in the event that the Applicant
does not occupy a stall, the Applicant shall not be entitled to a refund
of the amounts paid. TwK has the right to claim the full amount of the
participation fee unless it has earlier been paid.
4.3 An Exhibitor who does not occupy a stall or resigns from participation in the trade fair as defined in 4.2 shall pay the full amount of payments resulting from orders placed and cover all documented expenses that TwK has incurred in connection with its application and subsequent resignation from participation in the trade fair or leaving the stall
unoccupied.
4.4 Resignation from participation in the trade fair by the Exhibitor
should be submitted in writing and either sent by registered post or
delivered to TwK’s office. For the purposes of 4.2 and 4.3 of the
Regulations above the date of resignation is considered to be either the
date of the post mark in the case of a registered letter or the date of
submission at TwK’s registered office.
5. Design and Arrangement of the Exhibition Area, Stalls
5.1 In the event that the Exhibitor orders a developed area, TwK provides construction of a stall in a standard octagonal system with equipment
described in the application form for a given fair event.
5.2 Any changes to stall equipment and media ordered by the Exhibitor
in its application no later than 21 days before the trade fair’s date of
opening shall be implemented according to their availability and at
extra charge. The Exhibitor waives any potential claims if TwK cannot
implement the changes applied for.
5.3 An Exhibitor who orders an undeveloped area and commissions
development of the stall from a company other than the one indicated
by TwK must read the general regulations for stall companies, quote
the name of the company developing the area and submit the stall
design and a simplified electricity installation plan at the stall for TwK’s
approval 30 days before the date of the trade fair. In the event TwK
does not approve the company, TwK may not let it enter the fair premises.
5.3.1 In the case described in 5.3 the Exhibitor shall be charged with an
additional administration fee indicated on the application form if development works at the stall commence earlier than official assembly date
for a given trade event.
5.3.2 After assembly and disassembly of the stall works is completed
the Exhibitor must remove all remains (cardboard boxes, foils, wooden
shelves, etc). In the event that the Exhibitor leaves the area in a mess
TwK shall commission clearance works at the expense of the Exhibitor.
5.3.3. The Exhibitor bears responsibility for the actions of its stall devel-

oper as if they were its own including adherence to TwK regulations,
fire prevention regulations and occupational health and safety regulations which are valid at the trade fair venue and for damages it may
cause to TwK or other participants. If a breach of the above-mentioned
regulations is detected, TwK has the right to order the breach be
stopped and if it is not stopped TwK has the right to terminate the
agreement without notice.
5.4. TwK reserves the right to change the location assigned as a result
of development design during a given trade event.
5.5. It is forbidden to display exhibits and advertising materials on the walls
of the stall if their display technique damages the walls permanently.
5.6. The Exhibitor bears material responsibility for damages to the walls
and equipment. In the event that such damage is detected TwK shall
charge the additional cost to the Exhibitor.
5.7. During trade fairs, damage repair and change of stall arrangement
can only be conducted while visitors are not present at the trade fair.
5.8 TwK reserves the exclusive right to develop the outer walls of the stall.
5.9. Electrical, water, sewage and internet connections may be made
only by the persons authorized by TwK and following a prior order
according to TwK application forms.
5.10. Any electrical, water and air pressure installation may be switched
on only after they have been accepted and approved for use by the
authorized staff indicated by TwK.
5.11 Any defects in media supply must be notified immediately to the
trade fair management. TwK shall not bear responsibility for damages
caused by such defects. In the event that the defect is not notified immediately, TwK has the right to charge the Exhibitor with the cost of repair.
6. Co-Exhibitors
6.1. The Exhibitor must notify TwK about any Co-exhibitors and must
receive the approval of the trade fair Project Manager for their participation.
6.2. The Co-exhibitor must observe the regulations. The Exhibitor is
responsible for the Co-exhibitor’s actions as if they were its own.
6.3. Co-exhibitors are companies which do not rent an individual area,
but are present at and display their products at an Exhibitor’s stall.
6.4 A Co-Exhibitor has the rights of an Exhibitor provided that an obligatory and non-refundable registration fee is paid.
6.5 The Exhibitor is not entitled to further sub-renting of the stall or transferring it in any form to other entities.
7. Exhibits
7.1 The Exhibitor shall label its exhibits.
7.2 Exhibits must not be placed in traffic aisles, and equipment demonstrations should not obstruct or prevent the free and safe traffic of visitors and participants or disturb them. Suspending any exhibits or any
other stall equipment from the hall roof structure is prohibited.
7.3 The Organizer reserves the right to refuse permission for the display
of exhibits it considers dangerous or inconvenience-causing as well as
those which were not specified on the exhibits list and requiring to fulfill certain requirements without bearing any responsibility for it.
7.4. Displaying exhibits that require special safety precautions or technical conditions can only be made upon receipt of the trade fair Project
Manager’s written consent.
7.5 If exhibits require the provision of specific conditions the Exhibitor
must receive written consent concerning the provision of such conditions.
7.6. Exhibits should fulfill fire prevention standards and should be
labeled according to the demands of National Labour Inspectorate.
7.7. The Exhibitor bears exclusive responsibility for exhibits, in particular
for any damages they may cause, as well as for assuring that they are
well-secured, also when they are left on trade premises after visiting
hours, and that they comply with any required standards and hold requisite certificates and attestations.
8. Transport
8.1. Import/export of goods by the participants of the fairs who come
from countries that are not EU members means that the goods are
taken in/ out of the customs area of the European Union. Therefore certain duties described in the provisions of the customs law arise, save as
otherwise stipulated by international agreements. A participant of the fairs
who comes from a country that is not a Member State of the European
Union shall familiarise with the current provisions of the Community
Law (Community Customs Code, Common Customs Tariff (CCT)) as well
as with Polish internal law (Customs Law and Executory Provisions).
If TwK is indicated as receiver of exhibits, the Exhibitor shall waive any
claims to TwK due to their damage, inaccurate transport or storage.
8.2. The Exhibitor must perform all requisite customs clearances, which
permit exhibits to be displayed at trade fairs at its own cost and responsibility.
8.3. Requests for cranes and fork lift trucks, etc. must be notified to the
Project Manager up to 60 days before the event. Bulky or heavy
exhibits, which need to be installed prior to the arrangement of the stall,
are subject to notification to the Project Manager before the stall is allocated. TwK reserves the right to change the stall location due to technical parameters of exhibits.
9. Catalogue, advertising, accompanying events
9.1 Every Exhibitor must make an entry in the event catalogue.
9.2 TwK is not liable for any editorial errors or omissions in the catalogue.
9.3 During the exhibition any demonstrations, advertising actions, or
entertainment events may take place subject to the prior consent of
TwK. They may not in any way disturb other Exhibitors and interfere with
the general order of the fair.
9.4 Without the consent of the interested parties, it is prohibited to take
photographs or film exhibits displayed at their stall.
9.5 TwK reserves the right to film and take photographs of exhibition
stalls and to use that material for its own purposes, with no obligation
to Exhibitors or to any third party.
9.6 The maximum audio/PA volume at an individual stall must not
exceed 75 dB. It is not allowed to put the columns of loudspeakers in
the direction towards the neighbouring stands.
9.7 In the event that the Exhibitor wishes to play music or other audio-visual
content, it must pay any royalties as may be due for public performance
and other regulations according to the Copyrights and Related Rights Act.
9.8. Any advertisement outside the stall can be performed only in a
form approved by the Project Manager and after effecting due payment. An advertisement displayed without the consent of the Project
Manager shall be removed at the cost and responsibility of Exhibitor.
9.9. TwK is not liable for any violation of the rights of the participants of
the fairs resulting from the legal protection of an invention, industrial
model, copyright etc.
10. Trade Organization and Order Regulations
10.1. The Exhibitor must comply with construction and fire prevention

regulations at trade premises.
10.2. The Exhibitor must make all stall premises available to the fire
inspection committee in order to check fire prevention facilities.
10.3. The Exhibitor must occupy its stall, develop it and vacate it during the time
defined by TwK for exhibition arrangement (until the end of assembly day).
10.4. In cases justified by force majeure, with the consent of the Project
Manager and after effecting due payments per every hour of extending
assembly day and after covering the costs of individual protection of the
stall during that time, assembly extension is permitted.
10.5. During the fair, the Exhibitor and its representatives (persons representing Exhibitor at the fair) are required to carry an identification
badge provided by TwK.
10.6. The Exhibitor is not authorized to allow persons who are not stall
occupants to enter fair premises without Project Manager consent.
10.7 During fair opening hours the stalls shall be accessible to visitors.
Any temporary closure of the stall requires the prior consent of TwK.
10.8. During fair days, persons are allowed to stay within the fair
premises not longer than one hour outside the time allocated for visiting.
10.9. The Exhibitor must remove empty packaging from the stall before
the fair’s start.
10.10 Cleaning up the stall - unless commissioned to TwK - should not
interfere with the exhibition visiting hours.
10.11. Facilities connected to the Exhibitor’s stall cannot exceed the power
applied for. In the event that the Exhibitor breaches this rule, it will be charged
with all costs connected with electricity damage and compensation.
10.12. The exhibitor is obliged to adhere to the regulations of the Sobriety
Education and Counteracting Alcoholism Act of 26th October 1982 (unified
text: Journal of Laws no. 147, item 1231).
11. Security, Insurance
11.1 TwK assumes no responsibility for accidents to people or damage
to exhibits on the fair premises, before, after, and during the event.
11.2 TwK assumes no responsibility for vehicles or other movables left
on the fair premises.
11.3 TwK assumes no responsibility for any damages arising from burglary at stalls or storage areas; damage caused due to the Exhibitor’s
fault; for power or water supply failure; for damages resulting from
force majeure events such as fire, lightning, hurricane, flood, hail, or
rainfall. This reservation also applies to the period after the event termination in the event that exhibits, equipment housing, and other goods
stay on the fair premises.
11.4 This exclusion of responsibility is not limited, notwithstanding any
precautions taken by TwK.
11.5 The Exhibitor must obtain third party liability insurance resulting
from participation in the event, and must insure its exhibits. Certificates
of the required insurances should be submitted to TwK upon request.
11.6. On the premises of the fairs it is not allowed to carry arms, any
explosive materials or objects that may be harmful to the people participating in the fairs.
12. Fair Premises Security
12.1. The fair premises are secured by TwK staff or by the owners of the
fair premises.
12.2. For the duration of the exhibition Exhibitor must protect, at its own
expense, all exhibits, equipment, and devices against possible damage and before the exhibition is closed they must be protected so as to
prevent damage.
13. Disassembly
13.1. Disassembly of the exhibition and removing exhibits before the
official fair closure is prohibited.
13.2. The Exhibitor must disassemble the exhibition, remove the
exhibits, and restore the exhibition area to its previous state by the
deadline fixed by TwK at the latest. In the event that the Exhibitor leaves
the area in a mess TwK shall commission clearance works at the
expense of the Exhibitor.
13.3. The Exhibitor is allowed to leave the stall and the fair only after
submitting an appropriate stall clearance acknowledgement. Such
acknowledgement must be signed by TwK.
13.4. In the event that the exhibition space is not released by the deadline, TwK has the right to move remaining goods and exhibits to another location at the Exhibitor’s expense and risk, even if such displacement should not meet requirements resulting from the exhibit’s properties.
13.5. Exhibition components left without TwK’s consent and other equipment not removed by the Exhibitor during the disassembly period are
considered as abandoned property and become the property of TwK
without compensation.
14. Complaints and Claims
14.1. Any complaints and claims arising from participation in the fair
should be submitted in writing not later than on the last fair day. After
this deadline expires no complaints or claims shall be considered.
14.2. Any agreements between Exhibitors and TwK, and any decisions
and declarations resulting from them must be made in writing, otherwise they are not valid.
15. Final Statements
15.1 Exhibitors participating in fairs organized by TwK must respect the
pertaining rules and these Regulations, additional regulations for particular events and regulations pertaining to fair premises. Exhibitors
who do not adhere to these conditions shall be responsible for any
damage suffered by TwK or third parties.
15.2 In the event of circumstances beyond its control, TwK reserves the
right to cancel, shorten the duration of, postpone, or partly close an event.
15.3. In the case specified in 15.2, except for cancellation of an event
due to TwK’s fault, Exhibitors are not entitled to any damages payment
or reduction of the fair participation fees.
15.4. In the case of event cancellation due to TwK’s fault, the Exhibitor is
eligible for the refund of all payments effected without interest.
15.5. Any disputes that may result from participation in fairs organized
by TwK, as well as from works, supplies, and services commissioned by
the Exhibitors to TwK shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the court relevant to TwK’s location.
15.6. Acceptance of the above-mentioned regulations and rules takes
place when the Exhibitor submits its application for participation in a
fair.
15.7. Targi w Krakowie reserves the right to introduce additional regulations and other changes stipulated in an annex to the Exhibitor
Agreement.
15.8. These regulations come into force from 1st January 2009.

Management

